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VOLICO

Managed Colocation Packages

Enterprise Hosting Solutions

Smart Hands
Security

Backups
Monitoring

Volico’s Managed Colocation Packages
provide superior hosting with server monitoring and/or management service at our SAS
70 and SSAE 16 compliant data centers with
high availability network and power infrastructure.
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Pick 4
services, get
20% off *
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Pick 3
services, get
15% off *
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Pick 2
services, get
10% off *

* % off is only for Managed Services
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Enterprise Hosting Solutions

Managed Security

Managed Backup

Our managed firewall solution ensures your infrastructure is guarded against intentional, hostile intrusions.
Protecting your data information is a high priority, and
protecting the integrity of your network is critical in
maintaining a secure environment.

The loss of data can be remarkably difficult for a business. It can quickly have a bad impact on sales, customer service and of course the business’ reputation.
Protecting your data from unexpected disasters is crucial.

Basic Firewall
- ACL Based
- Shared Environment

Fully managed, powerful, dependable, and reliable data
protection – Reducing IT staff burden and training requirements.

Advanced Firewall
- IDS / IPS
- UTM
- VPN
- Dedicated Environment

- Personal Backup (Up to 5 Devices)
- Business Backup (Up to 25 Devices)
- Enterprise Backup (26 Devices and above)

- SNMP Based
- Disk
- Memory
- CPU

Managed Monitoring

Managed Smart Hands

Full detailed comprehensive view of every aspect of your
network and IT environment. From Port Monitoring to
Application and Database Monitoring. Without real-time
monitoring you may lose both money and time essential to your business tracking down failures, security
breaches, and inefficiencies in your platform.

Volico’s Smart Hands data center services ensures
there’s someone on hand to respond immediately to
your data needs, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

SNMP Based
- Disk
- Memory
- CPU
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Port Based
- TCP
- UDP
- IP

Benefits
- Instant response to any problems which crop up – minimising risk and downtime to your business
- Worry Free about day-to-day maintenance, such as
tape changes and back-ups so your engineers and IT
staff are free to focus on value and innovation.
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Contact Us Today

Finding out more about how Volico Hosting can benefit your business is easy:
888 865 4261
sales@volico.com
www.volico.com

